
Robert Smith 
Medical Records Scanner

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Seeking a challenging Medical Records Scanner position within the 
department with the opportunity for advancement and growth, with the 
ability to utilize my skills. Meeting quality, quantity and timeliness 
standards to achieve individual and department performance goals as 
defined within the department guidelines. Documenting and recording facts
in regard to inquiries and correspondence by updating BCBSAZ files and 
system.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Medical Records Scanner
ABC Corporation -   November 2007 – May 2008 

Responsibilities:

 Maintained patient electronic charts with the strictest confidentiality.
 Used oral and written communication skills to convey ideas effectively.
 Implemented job responsibilities in a positive manner.
 Performed other job related duties as assigned.
 Operated computer to process, store, organize and retrieve heath 

information.
 Faxed and received medical records and medical record releases.
 Compiled and maintained medical records of patients.

Medical Records Scanner
Delta Corporation -   2004 – 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Bon Secours Virginia Orthopaedic and Spine Specialists (formerly 
Orthopaedic Surgery Centers) Scan and sort medical charts for 
upcoming patients.

 Medical Records Scanner Collect patient forms Scan &amp; index forms 
Commute to facilities to perform duties Train new medical records 
scanner Dispose .

 Medical Records Supervisor/Scanner Collect patient forms Scan &amp; 
index forms Answer incoming calls &amp; assist with inquiries Provide 
medical records.

 Medical Records Scanner Collect patient forms from medical assistant 
post Collect patient forms from surgery center Obtain any medical 
records faxed,.

 Scan and save medical records.
 Scan and save medical records in NextGen.
 Create charts for patients in the NextGen system.

Education

High School Diploma
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Blend of leadership, 
Creativity, and 
professional.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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